Higher magnitude accumbal phasic firing changes among core neurons exhibiting tonic firing increases during cocaine self-administration.
Studies using i.v. cocaine self-administration in rats have documented rapid-phasic changes in the firing rate of nucleus accumbens neurons within seconds of cocaine-reinforced lever presses, as well as changes that occur over the course of the cocaine self-administration experiment, i.e. tonic changes in firing rate. During the self-administration period of the experiment, individual neurons exhibit either a tonic increase, a tonic decrease, or no tonic change in firing rate, relative to the neuron's firing rate during the pre-drug period. We evaluated whether rapid-phasic changes in firing were differentially associated with tonically reduced or tonically elevated firing of nucleus accumbens core and shell neurons in cocaine self-administering rats. Rapid-phasic firing patterns within seconds of the cocaine-reinforced lever press were exhibited predominantly by core neurons that also exhibited tonic increases in firing. Conversely, core neurons that did not exhibit such rapid-phasic firing patterns were more likely to show tonically reduced firing. Moreover, core neurons were more likely than shell neurons to exhibit: 1) tonic increases in firing and 2) rapid-phasic increases in firing preceding the cocaine-reinforced lever press. These differences between accumbens subterritories may be related to their distinct involvement in operant responding; the present findings are consistent with an emerging literature which implicates shell in contextual stimulus-induced responding, and core in processing the instrumental response via its discrete output to classic basal ganglia structures. The distinct tendency of the core to exhibit increased firing, coupled with its dichotomous firing outputs (i.e. tonic decreases without rapid phasic responses or tonic increases with rapid phasic responses), may reflect particular sensitivity of these neurons to excitatory limbic afferent signaling involved in instrumental responding. Enhanced phasic responsivity in the core may be an integral component of the mechanism inherent in normal reward processing which is subverted by chronic drug exposure.